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Abstract
Stimulation of medial olivocochlear (MOC) efferent neurons reduces basilar
membrane (BM) sensitivity and increases the slope of BM input-output (I/O)
functions in animal models. Decreased compression of I/O functions associated with activation of MOC efferent neurons may assist in extending the
neural response to the tone above that of noise, leading to an improvement in
masked thresholds. To evaluate this hypothesis, the distortion-product otoacoustic emission (DPOAE) I/O function, a proxy measure of BM compression, was examined in conditions with presentation of contralateral noise.
DPOAE I/O functions were measured at f2 frequencies of 1000 and 2000 Hz in
16 normal-hearing adults. In each subject, estimation of masked thresholds at
1000 and 2000 Hz was provided by a two-interval forced-choice procedure.
There were statistically significant associations between DPOAE I/O function
slopes and masked tone thresholds at both 1000 and 2000 Hz. At 1000 Hz, individuals with higher DPOAE I/O function slopes exhibited lower masked
thresholds. Data at 2000 Hz indicated that individuals with higher masked
thresholds exhibited higher DPOAE I/O function slopes. When measured
with contralateral noise, DPOAE I/O function slopes were linked to masked
thresholds at both frequencies examined in this study. Linearized DPOAE I/O
functions presumably reflect linearized BM growth functions under conditions of MOC efferent activation, and this process may have extended the
neural response to the signal tone so that it could be more easily heard in the
presence of masking noise under certain conditions examined in this study.
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1. Introduction
Electrical stimulation of the olivocochlear bundle reduces basilar membrane
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(BM) sensitivity and increases the slope of the compressive region of the BM
input-output (I/O) function for tones presented near the characteristic frequency (CF) of the recording location [1] [2]. Although the underlying mechanism of
these findings remains to be determined, stimulation of medial olivocochlear
(MOC) efferent neurons hyperpolarizes outer hair cells (OHCs) and increases
OHC conductance [3] [4], perhaps leading to a decrease in OHC motility and
reduction in the amount of BM compression [5] [6]. MOC efferent-induced
modification of BM vibration could conceivably diminish the masking effects of
noise by decreasing BM sensitivity for low-level noise and increasing the slope of
the compressive region of the BM I/O function, thereby extending the BM response to moderate and loud tones above similar noise levels [1]. Consistent
with this line of thought, there is some evidence for MOC-mediated enhancement of BM vibration for tones above CF presented at moderate to high levels
[6] [7]. These findings also agree conceptually with the results of earlier studies
indicating that uncrossed MOC activity induced by contralateral sound enhances neural output to moderate and high-level tones presented in noise [8]
[9]. Mechanical measurements in mouse models have recently shown that the
reticular lamina (RL) vibrates in response to sound stimulation and this RL vibration is modified by level-dependent amplification to a greater degree than
what is exhibited on the BM findings that implicate a role of the RL in cochlear
amplification and possibly in the generation of otoacoustic emissions [10] [11].
In humans, the activity of MOC efferent neurons has been studied indirectly
through measuring distortion-product otoacoustic emissions (DPOAEs) in conditions with and without presentation of acoustic stimulation designed to activate the MOC reflex. DPOAEs are emitted sounds from the cochlea that are
usually inaudible and can be recorded by the placement of a sensitive microphone in the ear canal. The paradigm used most extensively to measure MOC
efferent activity involves presentation of a contralateral sound, evoking uncrossed MOC activity, during DPOAE measurements. Broadband noise is believed to be the most effective elicitor of uncrossed MOC activity in humans [12]
[13]. During presentation of contralateral noise, DPOAE amplitudes can be
suppressed, enhanced, or exhibit no changes relative to measurement conditions
without the contralateral noise [14] [15] [16] [17] [18]. The changes seen in
DPOAE amplitudes with contralateral noise in humans are similar to MOC efferent-induced effects on the BM in laboratory mammals. Given the putative
role of the MOC efferents in signal-in-noise detection [9], the contralateral noise
paradigm potentially provides an index of the efficiency of the MOC efferent
system that can be compared with the performance of listeners during psychophysical masking tests. Some studies have compared listener ability to detect
tones or tone complexes in noise with the amount of contralateral suppression of
evoked otoacoustic emissions (EOAEs), with the results indicating that individuals with stronger MOC efferent suppression either had higher masked thresholds [19] or lower masked thresholds [20] compared with individuals with
weaker MOC efferent suppression. However, EOAEs elicited by clicks reflect
DOI: 10.4236/oja.2017.73007
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broad cochlear excitation, and attempts at comparing contralateral suppression
of EOAEs with detection of tones at discrete frequencies may not provide optimal results. A more profitable comparison may be realized by configuring the
primary tones used to evoke DPOAEs to occur near the frequency of the tone
heard by the listener during the psychophysical task. This would make the
acoustic stimuli more comparable, and potentially strengthen the association
between MOC reflexes induced by contralateral noise with the ability to detect
tones in noise. Garinis et al. [21] compared several measures of MOC efferent
suppression of DPOAEs obtained with primary tones near 1000 Hz with masked
tone thresholds using a 1000 Hz probe obtained with broadband noise, fixed
frequency, and random frequency maskers. The results of Garinis et al. [21] for
broadband noise and random frequency maskers showed that individuals with
stronger MOC efferent suppression tended to have higher masked tone thresholds, findings that conflict with the speculation that increased MOC activation
is associated with better tone-in-noise detection ability.
Previous work in humans has emphasized examining MOC reflex strength,
measured indirectly via the amount of contralateral suppression of cochlear
otoacoustic emissions, in relation to tone-in-noise detection performance. Depending on stimulus parameters, contralateral noise can either enhance or suppress DPOAE levels, and inferring MOC efferent reflex strength from these
measures can be problematic [22]. A different approach of studying this topic
would be to examine DPOAE I/O function slopes from DPOAE I/O functions
obtained with contralateral noise. The derived DPOAE I/O function slopes could
then be related to the masked tone thresholds measured in noise. In a previous
study conducted in our laboratory [23], presentation of contralateral noise
shifted DPOAE compression thresholds to higher levels. These shifts in DPOAE
compression thresholds were negatively correlated with the amount of masking
in listeners produced by a noise masker on a signal tone at 1000 Hz. Based on
these findings, we hypothesized in the current study that DPOAE I/O functions
obtained with contralateral noise would exhibit slopes with higher (more linear)
values in listeners exhibiting lower (better) masked tone thresholds measured
during a psychophysical tone-in-noise task. Our findings in this report are directly comparable to the results of other studies exploring the role of MOC-induced changes in DPOAEs on measurements of masked tone thresholds. Comparison of the evidence presented in this report and findings in other studies can
contribute to elucidating the role of the MOC efferent system in tone-in-noise
tasks in humans.

2. Methods
2.1. Subjects
Previously, we examined the relationship between DPOAE I/O function compression estimates and absolute tone thresholds in a cohort of subjects and the
subjects identified here were subjects in our previous study [24]. They were 16
DOI: 10.4236/oja.2017.73007
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adults (14 females, 2 males). Subject age ranged from 22 - 42 years (mean = 27.6,
SD = 5.9). Subject hearing was screened with an audiometer prior to subject
enrollment. All subjects admitted into the study had hearing thresholds at or
better than 20 dB HL in both ears for the standard audiometric test frequencies
measured at inter-octave intervals from 250 - 8000 Hz. A middle-ear analyzer
was used to evaluate middle-ear function, and all subjects had normal tympanograms. Acoustic reflex (AR) thresholds, obtained with a pulsed broadband noise
activator presented to the ear contralateral to the test ear, were at or greater than
60 dB HL in both ears of every subject. Subjects signed a consent form approved
by the Institutional Review Board at the University of Memphis prior to participating in the study.

2.2. Procedure
Different from our previous study, we focused here on comparing measurements of masked tone thresholds and slopes from DPOAE I/O functions. Measurements of masked tone thresholds and DPOAE I/O functions were obtained
in each subject at two test frequencies. A double-walled, sound-treated enclosure
was the location for masked tone threshold and DPOAE I/O function testing.
Masked tone thresholds were measured in odd-numbered subjects first, and
then DPOAE measurements were made. In even-numbered subjects, DPOAE
measurements were completed first, followed by measurement of masked tone
thresholds. The experimental session at a given test frequency typically was
completed in approximately 2 hours. Participants returned on another day to
complete testing at the remaining test frequency in order to avoid the effects of
fatigue. Preliminary tests, such as hearing screening and tympanometry, were
completed on the second testing day and replicated findings seen on the first
testing day. Subjects were cautioned to avoid exposure to loud sounds between
testing days.
2.2.1. Masked Thresholds
The test signals were 1000 and 2000 Hz tones. These test frequencies were selected to facilitate comparisons with previous work examining the relationship
between MOC reflexes and tone-in-noise detection [20] [21]. Thresholds were
measured with Tucker-Davis Technologies (TDT) System 3 hardware interfaced
with a Dell Optiflex GX 280 computer equipped with SykoFizX v. 2000 software.
The tones were digitally generated (TDT, RP2.1) at a nominal rate of 50 kHz.
For measurement conditions with the masker, a broadband noise was generated
(TDT, RP2.1) at the same sampling rate as the tonal signals. The electrical signals were sent to a headphone buffer (TDT, HB7) before being transduced by
one of a pair of Sony MDR-V500 headphones. The duration of the tone signals
and the noise masker was 300 msec (milliseconds), including 10 msec cosinegated rise and fall times. Calibration of stimulus levels was accomplished by
placing the headphone on an acoustic coupler that was connected to a soundlevel meter (Larson Davis OB800). Frequency accuracy of the tonal signals was
DOI: 10.4236/oja.2017.73007
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verified by the frequency counter of the sound-level meter and was within the
tolerance allowed by published standards [25]. The overall level of the noise
masker was 60 dB SPL, and its spectral bandwidth (0.3 - 5.0 kHz) was determined using a spectrum analyzer (Hewlett Packard, model 3561A). In masking
conditions, the tone signal and noise masker were presented at the same time
and were directed to the right ear of each subject. Threshold estimates were provided by a two-interval, two-alternative forced-choice procedure with a twodown one-up adaptive rule that tracked the 71% correct performance level in
each subject [26]. Observation intervals were 300 msec in duration and the time
between intervals was 350 msec. The initial step size of the procedure was 5 dB
and the step size was decreased to 2 dB following the first three reversals. Subjects voted by using a mouse to click on the selected interval icon on a computer
monitor. Feedback was provided to the subject after each response indicating the
interval that contained the signal tone. Each threshold run consisted of 50 trials,
with three threshold runs obtained for each measurement condition. The mean
of the estimates obtained from the three runs defined the threshold in dB SPL.
Threshold estimates for each of the three runs were consistent from run to run
for subjects (usually within 2 - 3 dB). Figure 1 depicts the masked thresholds of
the subjects at 1000 and 2000 Hz in box and whisker plots.
2.2.2. DPOAE I/O Functions
Primary tones were generated by an otoacoustic emissions analyzer (Otodynamics ILO 296) that was interfaced with the same computer used for threshold
testing. DPOAE I/O functions were measured at f2 frequencies of 1000 and 2000

Figure 1. Masked tone thresholds as box and whisker plots. The box is formed by the 25th
and 75th percentiles, and the whiskers are formed by the 5th and 95th percentiles.
DOI: 10.4236/oja.2017.73007
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Hz in each subject. The f2: f1 ratio was constant at 1.22. Primary-tone levels at the
higher frequency primary (L2) were incremented in 5-dB steps. They were presented at targeted levels from 45 dB SPL to 70 dB SPL, while primary-tone levels
at the lower frequency primary (L1) were calculated using the formula (L1 = 0.4L2
+ 39) developed by Kummer et al. [25]. Selection of these inter-primary level
differences was based on findings that showed these parameters produce both
high-level DPOAEs across a wide f2 frequency range and DPOAE I/O functions
that have good correspondence with cochlear mechanical responses in animal
models [26].
A procedure was conducted in each subject prior to data collection in order to
set targeted ear-canal primary-tone levels. Previous studies have shown that setting of the primary-tone level in the ear canal can be influenced by standing
waves, however, the effects of standing waves at the frequencies used in this
study were expected to be minimal [27]. The DPOAE I/O function measurements, obtained from the right ear of all subjects, began at the highest primarytone levels, and descended in level until the lowest targeted primary-tone level
was reached. Each measurement was terminated after three complete primarytone level sweeps. The contralateral noise was digitally generated (TDT, RP 2.1),
attenuated (TDT, PA5), and buffered (TDT, HB7) before being transduced by an
insert earphone (Eartone, 3A). Noise duration was 600 msec including 5 msec
rise and fall times, and the noise bursts were presented at a rate of 1/sec. The
overall level of each noise burst was 60 dB SPL, as measured in a Zwislocki
coupler using the peak hold function on the sound- level meter. This level was
selected as it has been used in previous studies examining MOC reflexes in humans [10] [14]. It was also below the level of the noise required to measure the
AR threshold using the clinical instrumentation in all of the subjects. During
conditions with contralateral noise, the noise was applied to the left ear of all
subjects. The DPOAE I/O functions were measured twice without the contralateral noise applied, and twice with the contralateral noise applied in an interleaved manner with a break of at least 1 minute between measurements. The levels of the 2f1 − f2 DPOAE measured without presentation of contralateral noise
were averaged for the two measurements, and the levels of the 2f1 − f2 DPOAE
measured with the contralateral noise were also averaged for the two measurements in each subject. DPOAE I/O functions were constituted from these averaged DPOAE levels (in dB SPL) plotted as a function of L2 level (in dB SPL). The
noise floor was estimated by determining the mean level (in dB SPL) of 5 frequency bins above and below the 2f1 − f2 frequency bin. Noise floor estimates
from the two measurements without contralateral noise and with contralateral
noise were separately averaged together. DPOAE I/O functions from representative subjects are depicted in Figure 2.

2.3. DPOAE I/O Function Slope Estimates
Compression slope estimates were obtained offline from DPOAE I/O functions
DOI: 10.4236/oja.2017.73007
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Figure 2. DPOAE I/O functions from individual subjects. Thick lines depict DPOAE levels acquired without contralateral noise and thin lines depict DPOAE levels acquired
with contralateral noise. Note the increased slopes for DPOAE levels depicted with the
thin lines.

fit with the three-segment linear regression model. The DPOAE I/O functions,
in order to be considered for the fitting procedure, were required to have
DPOAE signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) of 3 dB or higher at a minimum of 3 consecutive points on the functions. These criteria are similar to the criteria used in
previous studies [28] [29] [30] [31]. DPOAE I/O functions at f2 = 1000 Hz from
three subjects and at f2 = 2000 Hz from three subjects which did not meet these
criteria were omitted from further analysis. The fmin search function in
DOI: 10.4236/oja.2017.73007
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MATLAB® was used to accomplish the fitting of the three segment linear regression model [32] [33] to DPOAE I/O functions. The model includes linear-compressed-linear segments representative of BM I/O functions. Based on the fitted
functions, model estimates of lower and upper breakpoints and the slope of the
compressed segments were obtained. These estimates were obtained using the
following equations:
Lout =+
Lin G
Lout = cLin + k1 + G

( Lin ≤ BP1 )

(1)

( BP1 < Lin ≤ BP2 )

(2)

Lout = Lin + k2 + G

( Lin

> BP2 )

(3)

where G is the gain, c is the slope of the compressed segment (dB/dB),

=
k1 BP1 (1 − c ) , =
k2 BP2 ( c − 1) + k1 , Lin (level in dB SPL), and Lout (level of BM

response, dB). The parameters free to be varied in the model G, c, BP1 and BP2
were adjusted to provide the best fit to the data (lowest rms error) for each
DPOAE I/O function fitted. For the purposes of this study, the slopes of the
compressed segments were the measurements of interest. In the case of two
DPOAE I/O functions (at 1000 Hz and 2000 Hz respectively), the model provided an estimate of the lower breakpoint that was below the range of input levels (<45 dB SPL) examined. Estimated slopes in these cases would not be representative of the actual data used to constitute the actual DPOAE I/O function.
Therefore, model estimates from the fitted functions from these two DPOAE I/O
functions were excluded from further data analysis.

2.4. Data Analysis
Statistical procedures were performed with OriginPro 8.0 software. An alpha
level of 0.05 was selected for all statistical testing. Correlational analyses were
designed to determine the association between DPOAE I/O functions obtained
with contralateral noise and masked tone thresholds. Separate evaluations of
masked thresholds and compression estimates at the 1000 Hz and 2000 Hz test
frequencies were completed. Specifically, Pearson product-moment correlations
were calculated that examined the association between masked tone thresholds
and DPOAE compression slopes.

3. Results
Masked tone thresholds and DPOAE I/O functions were measured in all 16 subjects. However, DPOAE functions from 12 subjects (aged 23 - 42 years) met the
study criteria at the f2 frequency of 1000 Hz, and DPOAE functions from 12
subjects (aged 22 - 42 years) met the study criteria at the f2 frequency of 2000 Hz.
There were 9 subjects meeting the study criteria for DPOAEs at both f2 frequencies. Masked tone threshold and DPOAE I/O function slopes were only evaluated for the 12 subjects meeting the study requirements at each test frequency.
Masked tone thresholds ranged from 37.5 - 42.9 dB SPL (mean = 39.8, SD = 1.9)
at 1000 Hz and from 40.7 - 45.8 dB SPL (mean = 43.4, SD = 1.5) at 2000 Hz.
DOI: 10.4236/oja.2017.73007
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Mean DPOAE levels with noise applied to the contralateral ear ranged from 0.8
to 4.5 dB SPL at 1000 Hz and were from 1.6 to 6.7 dB SPL at 2000 Hz. The average rms errors from model fits of the DPOAE I/O functions obtained with contralateral noise were 0.74 dB at 1000 Hz and 1.05 dB at 2000 Hz, suggesting that
the three-segment procedure was accurate in fitting the data.
DPOAE I/O function slopes ranged from −0.5 to 0.1 dB/dB (mean = −0.1, SD
= 0.2) at f2 = 1000 Hz, and ranged from −0.3 to 0.4 dB/dB (mean = 0.1, SD = 0.2)
at f2 = 2000 Hz. Pearson-product moment correlations were calculated to determine the association between DPOAE I/O function slopes and masked tone
thresholds. The association between DPOAE I/O function slopes and masked
tone thresholds was significant both at 1000 Hz (r = −0.59, p = 0.044) and at
2000 Hz (r = 0.58, p = 0.048). The associations between DPOAE I/O function
slopes and masked tone thresholds at 1000 and 2000 Hz are illustrated in Figure
3.

Figure 3. DPOAE I/O function slopes from DPOAE I/O functions acquired with contralateral noise are plotted against masked tone thresholds at 1000 and 2000 Hz. Pearson correlations (in the lower right hand corner) and lines of best fit are shown in each
panel.
DOI: 10.4236/oja.2017.73007
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4. Discussion
The main aim of this study was to examine associations between masked tone
thresholds and the slopes of DPOAE I/O functions obtained with presentation of
contralateral noise. DPOAE I/O function slopes were statistically significantly
associated with masked tone thresholds at both 1000 Hz and 2000 Hz.

4.1. Effects of Contralateral Noise on DPOAE I/O Functions
The effects of contralateral noise on DPOAE levels in this study were consistent
with previous reports. DPOAE levels at f2 = 1000 Hz were suppressed on average
by 0.38 dB for L2 levels from 60 - 70 dB SPL, and were suppressed on average by
1.06 dB for L2 levels from 45 - 55 dB SPL. Moulin et al. [14] examined DPOAE
I/O functions acquired with equal-level primary tones, and found that contralateral noise suppressed DPOAE levels on average by 0.68 dB for 75 dB SPL primaries and by 2 dB for 45 dB SPL primaries at f2 = 1400 Hz. Presentation of
contralateral noise can also trigger the AR, leading to stiffening of the ossicular
chain and reduction of DPOAE levels due to increased acoustic impedance of
the middle-ear mechanism. AR thresholds elicited with pulsed broadband activators were examined with clinical immittance instrumentation in each subject
in this study, and all subjects exhibited AR thresholds above the level of contralateral noise (60 dB SPL) selected in this study for suppression of DPOAEs. This
suggests that the level of contralateral noise selected in the study was below the
AR thresholds of all of the subjects evaluated, and implicates the involvement of
the MOC efferent neurons in the observed suppression of DPOAEs. While AR
activity below the measured AR thresholds cannot be ruled out, Sun [34] reported that the suppression of DPOAEs for levels of contralateral noise below
the AR threshold is most likely is mediated by the MOC reflex pathway. The level of the 2f1 − f2 DPOAEs is known to diminish rapidly within 100 msec of the
onset of presentation of the primary tones, presumably due to ipsilateral activation of the crossed MOC reflex [35]. Therefore, DPOAE I/O functions studied in
this investigation potentially reflected both crossed and uncrossed MOC reflex
effects.

4.2. Masked Tone Thresholds Are Associated with DPOAE I/O
Function Slopes
There were statistically significant associations between DPOAE compression
slopes and masked tone thresholds at both 1000 and 2000 Hz. At 1000 Hz, there
was a tendency for individuals with steeper slope estimates to exhibit lower
masked thresholds compared with individuals with lower slope estimates. This
finding agrees with the conjecture that individuals with stronger MOC reflexes
may exhibit more linear DPOAE growth functions than individuals with weaker
MOC reflexes. Linearized DPOAE growth functions presumably reflect linearized BM growth functions under conditions of MOC efferent activation, and
this process may have extended the neural response to the signal tone so that it
DOI: 10.4236/oja.2017.73007
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could be more easily detected in the presence of moderate levels of masking
noise. In contrast to the results seen at 1000 Hz, the data at 2000 Hz indicated
that individuals with lower masked thresholds exhibited shallower slope estimates than individuals with higher masked thresholds. These results are seemingly at odds with the hypothesized explanation for the association between
DPOAE compression thresholds and masked thresholds at 1000 Hz. However, it
is known that on average in humans, the magnitude of contralateral suppression
of DPOAEs generally is greater at lower test frequencies compared to higher test
frequencies [14]. Therefore, these results may partly reflect less efficient MOC
reflex operation at the higher test frequency. The findings at 2000 Hz were consistent with the earlier results of Garinis et al. [21], which showed that individuals with stronger contralateral suppression of DPOAEs obtained with primary
tones near 1000 Hz tended to have higher masked thresholds when listeners
were directed to detect a probe tone at 1000 Hz in the presence of broadband
noise. The contemporary evidence concerning the relationship between tone-innoise detection and contralateral suppression of otoacoustic emissions is inconclusive. As pointed out by Guinan [36], listeners enter a state of active listening
during psychoacoustic tasks involving detection of tones in noise, and this state
of listening is not identical to the more passive listening state typically exhibited
by listeners during the measurement of otoacoustic emissions. However, there is
support for the contention that increased cochlear mechanical response linearization may lead to better tone-in-noise detection by extending the neural response for the signal tone above that of the noise from a recent study that investigated the effects of precursors on fixed-duration masking curves designed to
infer cochlear mechanical response growth functions from human listeners [37].

5. Conclusion
This investigation examined compression estimates derived from a three-segment
linear regression model applied to DPOAE I/O functions obtained during conditions with presentation of contralateral noise. These compression estimates
were then compared to masked threshold data. The limitations of the study included the fact that a large sample of listeners were not evaluated and that only
normal-hearing listeners were studied. The measure of interest in this study was
limited to the DPOAE I/O function, which is a proxy measure of the growth of
the cochlear mechanical response with increasing stimulus level. It is possible
that other DPOAE measures, including DPOAE phase, could also provide additional insights into the role of MOC efferent activity in signal detection. We also
only evaluated a single model to fit our data. However, we believe this approach
extends application of a three-segment model to enable the study of the effects of
MOC reflexes on DPOAE compression estimates and to relate these effects to
the ability to detect tones in noise. When measured with contralateral noise,
DPOAE I/O function slopes were linked to masked thresholds at both frequencies examined in this study. These findings contribute to increasing evidence inDOI: 10.4236/oja.2017.73007
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dicating a possible role of the reduction of cochlear compression in the detection
of tones presented in noise.
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